
 

ENGLISH  
Receptive modes 

By the end of Year 4, students understand that texts have different text structures depending on 
purpose and context. They explain how language features, images and vocabulary are used to 
engage the interest of audiences. They describe literal and implied meaning connecting ideas in 
different texts.  

They fluently read texts that include varied sentence structures, unfamiliar vocabulary including 
multisyllabic words. They express preferences for particular types of texts, and respond to others’ 
viewpoints. They listen for and share key points in discussions. 

Productive modes  

Students use language features to create coherence and add detail to their texts. They understand 
how to express an opinion based on information in a text. They create texts that show 
understanding of how images and detail can be used to extend key ideas.  

Students create structured texts to explain ideas for different audiences. They make presentations 
and contribute actively to class and group discussions, varying language according to context. They 
demonstrate understanding of grammar, select vocabulary from a range of resources and use 
accurate spelling and punctuation, re-reading and editing their work to improve meaning. 

 

MATHEMATICS 
By the end of Year 4, students choose appropriate strategies for calculations involving multiplication 
and division. They recognise common equivalent fractions in familiar contexts and make connections 
between fraction and decimal notations up to two decimal places. Students solve simple purchasing 
problems. They identify and explain strategies for finding unknown quantities in number sentences. 
They describe number patterns resulting from multiplication. Students compare areas of regular and 
irregular shapes using informal units. They solve problems involving time duration. They interpret 
information contained in maps. Students identify dependent and independent events. They describe 
different methods for data collection and representation, and evaluate their effectiveness.  

Students use the properties of odd and even numbers. They recall multiplication facts to 10 x 10 and 
related division facts. Students locate familiar fractions on a number line. They continue number 
sequences involving multiples of single-digit numbers. Students use scaled instruments to measure 
temperatures, lengths, shapes and objects. They convert between units of time. Students create 
symmetrical shapes and patterns. They classify angles in relation to a right angle. Students list the 
probabilities of everyday events. They construct data displays from given or collected data. 

  

 
Achievement Standards – Year 4 



 

HASS 
By the end of Year 4, students recognise the significance of events in bringing about change and the 
importance of the environment. They explain how and why life changed in the past and identify 
aspects of the past that have remained the same. They describe the experiences of an individual or 
group in the past. They describe and compare the diverse characteristics of different places at local 
to national scales. Students identify the interconnections between components of the environment 
and between people and the environment. They identify structures that support their local 
community and recognise the importance of laws in society. They describe factors that shape a 
person’s identity and sense of belonging. They identify different views on how to respond to an issue 
or challenge.  

Students develop questions to investigate. They locate and collect information and data from 
different sources, including observations to answer these questions. When examining information, 
they distinguish between facts and opinions and detect points of view. They interpret data and 
information to identify and describe distributions and simple patterns and draw conclusions. They 
share their points of view, respecting the views of others. Students sequence information about 
events and the lives of individuals in chronological order with reference to key dates. They sort, 
record and represent data in different formats, including large-scale maps using basic cartographic 
conventions. They reflect on their learning to propose action in response to an issue or challenge, 
and identify the possible effects of their proposed action. Students present ideas, findings and 
conclusions using discipline-specific terms in a range of communication forms. 

 

HPE 
By the end of Year 4, students recognise strategies for managing change. They identify influences 
that strengthen identities. They investigate how emotional responses vary and understand how to 
interact positively with others in a variety of situations. Students interpret health messages and 
discuss the influences on healthy and safe choices. They understand the benefits of being healthy 
and physically active. They describe the connections they have to their community and identify local 
resources to support their health, wellbeing, safety and physical activity.  

Students apply strategies for working cooperatively and apply rules fairly. They use decision-making 
and problem-solving skills to select and demonstrate strategies that help them stay safe, healthy and 
active. They refine fundamental movement skills and apply movement concepts and strategies in a 
variety of physical activities and to solve movement challenges. They create and perform movement 
sequences using fundamental movement skills and the elements of movement. 

 


